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Abstract 
Ishibashi, Y. and N. Onoda, On the ring of constants of a diagonalizable higher derivation, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 81 (1992) 39-47. 
Let D be a diagonalizable higher derivation on a polynomial ring. We determine the canonical 
module of the ring of constants of D and give a criterion for its ring of constants to be 
Gorenstein. 
Introduction 
Let k be a field of positive characteristic p and let R be the polynomial ring 
k[X,,..., X,,] over k in n variables. Let D = {d, ( 0 5 i < m} be a higher 
derivation of finite rank on R. Suppose D is diagonalizable (see Section 1 for the 
definition). The main concern of the present paper is to study the ring of 
constants S of D. The paper consists of two sections. In the first section we obtain 
a family of generators of S as a k-vector space and prove that S is Cohen- 
Macaulay (cf. Theorem 1). Furthermore, we determine the canonical module K,s 
of S (cf. Theorem 2), whose structure leads to a characterization for S to be 
Gorenstein (cf. Theorem 3). In the second section we deal with an action of the 
affine group scheme p+, on the affine n-space A” over k, where q is a power of p. 
Its ring of invariants is regarded as the ring of constants of a certain diagonaliz- 
able higher derivation. As a consequence we can make use of the results 
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established in the first part to investigate the ring of invariants associated with a 
pLq-action on A” (cf. Theorem 6). 
Throughout this paper k denotes a field of positive characteristic p. Symbols X, 
X,, T are indeterminates. For a ring R and a natural number m, we denote by 
R”“’ the truncated polynomial ring R[ T]/(T”‘). 
1. The ring of constants of a higher derivation 
Let k be a field of positive characteristic p and let R be the polynomial ring 
k[X,, . ‘. > X,,] over k in n variables. A sequence of mappings D = (d,, = 
1, d,, . . . , d,,,_, } of R into itself is called a higher derivation ofrank m - 1 on R if 
every d, is k-linear and 
d,(ab) = i d,(a)d,_,(b) for 0 5 j < m 
,=(I 
holds for every a,b E R. With such D we can associate a k-algebra homo- 
morphism +u of R into the truncated polynomial ring R”“’ := R[ T]/(T”‘) over R 
in the following manner: 
4n(a) = c d,(a)t’ for a E R , 
i=C 
where t denotes the class of T. Let rr be the projection of R’“” onto R defined by 
One checks that ~4~~ = the identity mapping of R. This property is characteristic 
of homomorphisms obtained from higher derivations of rank m - 1 (cf. [4, 
Chapter IV]). A higher derivation D is called homogeneous if we have d,(Rj) C Ri 
for 0 5 i < m and all j 2 0, where R, is the k-linear space of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree j in R. For a homogeneous D set 
S = {a E R / d,(a) = 0 for 1 5 i < m} , 
the ring of constants of D. In other words, S is the set of elements a in 
R for which @,(a) = a. One checks that k[R”“] C S, where p” 2 m and R”‘= 
{a”’ 1 a E R}. In particular, S is a noetherian ring. Since D is homogeneous, we 
have S = c, S n Rj and consequently S is graded. A higher derivation is called 
diagonalizable if we have 
d;(X,) = h,,X, with A,, E k for 0 5 i < m and 15 j 5 y1 , (1) 
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after a suitable linear change of variables (if necessary). Then we see 4,(X,) = 
X,(c:“=i’ A,$). Any diagonalizable higher derivation is homogeneous. From now 
on we deal with a diagonalizable higher derivation exclusively. The variable X,‘s 
and the h,,‘s are always assumed to be chosen so as to satisfy (1). Furthermore, 
we set 
m-l 
A, = 2 hl,fl in k@):= k[T]/(T”‘) 
i=o 
(2) 
for 1 sj4n. 
Theorem 1. Let R = k[X,, . . . , X,,] be a polynomial ring over a field k of positive 
characteristic p. Let D = {d, IO 5 i < m} be a higher derivation of rank m - 1 on R 
and let S be the ring of constants of D. If D is diagonalizable, then it holds that 
(i) S is the k-linear span of monomials of the form 
Xl,’ . . . x:: with fi A> = 1 in k’“” , 
r=l 
(ii) S is a direct summand of R as a graded S-module, 
(iii) S is Cohen-Macaulay, 
where the X1’s and the Aj’s are those in (1) and (2). 
Proof. (i) The Xy . . . X>‘s are k’“‘-free in R”“‘. Since 
c ~;,...,,,X:l . . . X> is a constant of D if and only if n:l=, A) = 1 for i, , . , i, with 
(Y. 11”1,1 + 0. 
(ii) Let W be the k-linear span of Xl,l . . . X> with IT:‘=, A> f 1. Then W is a 
graded S-module. Let I (resp. .I) be the set of n-tuples (i,, . . , i,,) of nonnegative 
integers for which nF=, A: = 1 (resp. I_I:=, A> # 1). Now we have 
c a,, _.,,,xy . ’ . xi; 
= 2 a; ,...,,, x;l . . xf:’ + c a,, ..,,,x;l . ’ . x:; 
I J 
This yields a direct sum decomposition R = S @ W as graded S-modules. 
(iii) S is a direct summand of a polynomial ring R as an S-module and hence S 
is Cohen-Macaulay. This completes the proof. 0 
Under the circumstances in Theorem 1 the ring S of constants is a Cohen- 
Macaulay graded ring. Then we denote by K,s the canonical module of S in the 
category of graded S-modules. 
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Theorem 2. Let R = k[X, , . . . , X,z] be a polynomial ring over a field k of 
characteristic p > 0. Let D = {d, ( 0 5 i < m} be a higher derivation of rank m - 1 
on R and let S be the ring of constants of D. If D is diagonalizable, then 
K,T(n) = C kX’,l . . . X;;, where summation is taken over the nonnegative integers 
1,‘. . . 7 i,, for which nz=, A:!” = 1 in k’“” with the X,‘s and the A,‘s as in (1) and 
(2). 
Proof. Set Q = k[X:, . . . , Xz] with q = pP 2 m. Let K, (resp. K,) denote the 
canonical module of R (resp. Q) in the category of graded R (resp. Q)-modules. 
Then K, =w,(R, Kv) and K, =ma(S, KU) [3, (2.2.9)]. That is, for 
example we have K, = @,, mg(R, K,),,, where h,(R, K,),, is the abelian 
group of homomorphisms from R into KU(n), and K, is regarded as an R-module 
via (af)(x) = f(ax) for f E K, and a,x E R. Let L : S+ R be the inclusion mapping 
and let L” : K,< + K, be the induced mapping. Denote by h the projection of R 
onto S, associated with the direct sum decomposition given in the proof of 
Theorem l( ii). 
Set kK = { f E K, 1 fd, = 0 for 15 i < m}. The chain rule of a higher derivation 
yields (af)dA= a(fd,) - (d,(a)f)d,_, -. . . - d,(a)f for f~ K, and a E R. This 
shows that K, is an S-submodule of K,. It is checked that gh E KR for g E K,, 
and therefore L* is an isomorphism of K, onto K,T as S-modules. Since K, z 
R(-n) [3, (2.241, we get [KRlrz G k, where [KK]_ denotes the nth degree part of 
the graded module K,. Homogeneity of D implies that there exist (Y, , . . , (Y,,~_, 
in k satisfying fd; = a, f for any f E [KRlrl and 1~ i < m. Any element f of [ KR],, 
determines an element f of 
M := m,(R/(X:, . . , Xz), KU/(X:, . . . , X:)K,) 
naturally. Let R# = k[X,‘, . . , X,:‘] be the inverse system of Macaulay. It is 
known that R# is identified with the graded k-dual R’” = &,(R, k) by regarding 
{Xl’, . . ) X,:‘} as the dual basis of {X,, . , X,,}. Then we see that 
M zk.kmHom,(RI(X;, . . . , X:>> k) ,,--1, ‘, 
= [k[X,‘, . . , X,;‘]i((X;‘)q, . . . > (X,;‘)‘)] ,,_,, <, 
= k(X;‘)“-’ . . . (2,;‘)~~’ , 
where 2,:’ denotes the class of X,-l. Since Xy E S, D induces a higher derivation 
fi = {d, ) 05 i < m} on R/(X:, . , Xz). Now we have 
(x;‘)“-‘. . .(_jy)V’(j, = p,(jgY-‘. . .(q)Y-’ 
with p, E k. Then 
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in (R/(X:, . . . , X4))‘““, where X, is the class of X,. Hence we get 
(C 2;’ p,t’) n:=, A, = 1 in k’“‘. Since cri = /3, and so fdi = pi f for 1 I i < m and 
f E [K/A, it follows from the chain rule of D that (uf)d, = 0 for all i with 
15 i < m if and only if d,(a) = @,a for all i with 1~ i < m, or equivalently 
UE~ kX:.. .Xf;, where i,, . . , i,, run over the nonnegative integers satisfying 
JJz=, A::+’ = 1 in k’“‘. For f E [KRln we have 
ZCyekR={af IuER, (uf)d,=Ofor lsi<m) 
and this yields that K,(n) g c kX’: ‘. . X:;I, where summation is taken over the 
nonnegative integers i,, . , i,, with ny=, A>+l = 1. Thus the proof is 
completed. 0 
Theorem 3. Let R = k[X, , . . , X,] be a polynomial ring over a jield k of positive 
characteristic p. Let D = {d, ] 0 5 i < m} be a higher derivation of rank m - 1 on R 
and let S be the ring of constants of D. Assume that D is diugonulizuble. Then S is 
Gorenstein if and only if n:=, A, = 1 in k’““, where the X,‘s and the Ai’s are those 
in (1) and (2). 
Proof. The idea of the proof is essentially the same as in [l, Proposition 4.71. In 
the present case we make use of the theory of higher logarithmic derivatives 
developed in [2] to calculate divisor class groups. We consider the multiplicative 
group 3 given by 
Y = {$,(z)/z E K’“’ ) z E K - {0}, $n(z)/z E R’““} , 
where K is the quotient field of R. Let j : Div(S)-, Div(R) be the homomorphism 
between groups of divisors, which is defined by j(q) = e(p /q)u, where (1 is a prime 
ideal of height one in S, p is the unique prime ideal of height one in R with 
p fl S = q and e(u /q) is the ramification index of p over q. Since R is factorial, 
J(E) is principal for each E E Div(S), and consequently there exists a homo- 
morphism @co : Div(S) + 9 defined by Q,,,(E) = $,(x) ix with j(E) = div(Rx) (cf. 
[2]). Let @ : Cl(S)+ 3 be the homomorphism induced by @,,, where Cl(S) 
denotes the divisor class group of S. Clearly @ is injective. Set a = (X, . . . 
X )(rfm’)’ with q = p’ 2 m and then 4,(u) = a nz=, As’-‘)’ = a nz=, A,. Let p be 
a brime ideal of height one in R and let q = p fl S. Let n(p) be the multiplicity of 
p in div(Ru), i.e., div(Ra) = c, n(p)&?. S’ mce +,(a) /a = nr=, A, E 9, it follows 
from [2, Proposition 1.71 that e(p ill) divides n(p). Hence 
(Ran S), = R,>u n S, = (PR,)““” n S, 
= (clR,) 
flCP)/e(U/ll) n s,, = (c7s,)"(")iC("lll) 
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Because $, is the unique prime ideal of R lying over (7, j maps div(Ria fl S) to 
CL, n(n)n = div(Ra). The definition of @ yields @(cl(Ra f’s)) = 4D(a)ia = 
ny=, A,. Now S is Gorenstein if and only if K,s(n) z S disregarding the gradings. 
For one checks that a graded S-module M is S-free of rank one if and only if 
M s S(r) for some r in the category of graded S-modules. As is seen in the proof 
of Theorem 2, it holds that K,(n) = {x E R 1 4,(x) = x(~~=~,,’ P,t’)}, where the 
p,‘s are the elements of k given in the proof of Theorem 2. Since 
(c :I;,’ ,L$t’) nr_, A, = 1, it is checked that Ra n S = K,(n)a. Thus we have 
K,(n) z S if and only if Ra n S is a principal ideal of S. On the other hand, 
Ra fl S is principal if and only if nr=, A, = 1. Hence Gorensteinness of S is 
equivalent to nz=, A,. = 1 in k”“’ as is required. Cl 
Corollary 4. Let R = k[X, , . , X,,] be a polynomial ring over a field k of positive 
characteristic p. Let d be a diagonalizable derivation on R and let S be the ring of 
constants of d. Assume that d(X,) = AX, with A, E k for 15 i 5 n after a suitable 
linear change of variables. Then it holds that 
(i) S is the k-linear span of monomials of the form 
p,l . . . x;; with i,A, +...+i,,A,,=O, 
(ii) S is a d’ rrec summnnd of R as a graded S-module, t 
(iii) S is Cohen-Macaulay, 
(iv) K,(n) c c kX’,’ . * . Xi;, where summation is taken over the nonnegative 
integers i, , . . , i,, such that cz=, (i, + l)A, = 0, 
(v) S is Gorenstein if und only if A, + . . . + A,, = 0. 
Proof. In the present case A, = 1 + A,t for 1 5 i 5 n. We have nF=, A) = 1 + 
(i, A, + . . . + i,, A,,)t in k,?). Thus the assertion follows from Theorems 1. 2 and 3 
immediately. 0 
Corollary 5. Let R = k[X,, . . , X,,] be a polynomial ring over a field k of 
characteristic p > 0. Let m,, . . , m,, , m be integers such that 0 < m, < m for 
lsiin. Let D= {d, \Osi<m} be the higher derivation of rank m - 1 on R 
defined by $,(Xi) = X,( 1 + ,)“‘I in R(“‘, for 1 % i < n. Let S be the ring of constants 
of D and set q = p” with p’-’ < m 5 p”. Then it holds that 
(i) S is the k-l’ mear span of monomials of the form 
Jf’l . . x;; with 2 irmr = 0 (mod q) , 
I= I 
(ii) S is a direct summand of R as a graded S-module, 
(iii) S is Cohen-Macaulay, 
(iv) K,(n) G c kX’,’ . . . x21, where i,, . . , , i,, run over the nonnegative integers 
for which cr=, (i, + l)m, = 0 (mod q), 
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(v) S is Gorenstein if and only if c :=, m, = 0 (mod q). 
Proof. D is diagonalizable and now we have Ai = (1 + t)“z for 15 i YS n. Thus 
n;=, q = (1 + p-, It is shown that 1 + t is of order q in the group of units of 
k’““. Hence nz=, A: = 1 if and only if c:‘=, i,m, = 0 (mod q). Now Theorems 1, 
2 and 3 yield the assertion. 0 
2. The ring of invariants associated with a &-action 
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let q = p’. Let p, denote the affine 
group scheme Spec(k[X] /(XC1 - 1)). The coordinate ring of /.L~, is H = k[X] / 
(X4 - 1) := k[x] which has a Hopf algebra structure, where x is group-like. It is 
known that to give an action of pq on the affine n-space A” over k is equivalent to 
give a coaction of H on the polynomial ring R = k[X,, . , X,,] over k in y1 
variables. Now a coaction R+ RC3, H is the same thing as a mapping 
H” Bk R+ R which makes R into an H*-module algebra, where H” is the k-dual 
of H. In H set y = x - 1 and let { &,, 6,, . . , a,_, } be the basis of H* dual to 
(1, Y, ’ . . > yq-’ }. It is shown that {a,,, 6,) . . . , 6,_, } is a sequence of divided 
powers. Set d,(u) = 6,a for every a E R. Then D = {d, ( 0 5 i < q} is a higher 
derivation on R. Such D is called a higher derivation associated with an action /-L(, 
on A”, whose characteristic properties are given in the following. 
Lemma 6. Let k be a field of positive characteristic p and let q = p“. Let 
{d, )Osi<q} b e a higher derivation on a polynomial ring R = k[X, , . . . , X,], 
induced by an action of the group scheme t_~(, on the affine n-space A” over k. Then 
it holds that 
(i) d” = d, and d,d, = d,d, for 0 5 i, j < q, 
(ii) d, = n:sb( ,‘$ ) for 0 5 i < q, where i(r) is the coefficient of pr in the p-adic 
expansion of i and ( :;; ) E Hom,(R, R) is defined by 
= T$ d,,,(d,), - 1). . . (d,,, - (i(r) - 1)Z) 
with I the identity mapping of R. 
Proof. In H = k[X]/(XY - 1) = k[x], set y = x - 1. Let {E,} and (6,) be the bases 
of H* dual to {x’} and {y’} respectively. Then we have 
6, = c S,(d)&, = c ($, 
I I 
The F;‘S are orthogonal idempotents and a” = CC for all (Y in ZipZ. Thus Sf’ = 6,. 
On the other hand, the cocommutativity of H implies the commutativity of the 
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6;‘s. Then the first assertion is an immediate consequence of the definition of the 
d,‘s. For i = c i(r)p’ and j = c j(r)p’, we have 6,(x’) = ({) = n,. (:I:;). Now 
6,,(x’) =j(r), so ~3~~ = C OFF, and 
Then the second assertion follows immediately. 0 
Let p.4 act on the affine n-space A” over k and let {d, IO 5 i < q} be the higher 
derivation on R = k[X,, . , X,,], associated with its action. Then the action of 
pLy is called k-linear if, for every i with 0 5 i < q, there exists an II X II matrix M, 
with entries in k such that 
(4(X,)> . . 5 4(X,,)) = (x, > . , x,,)~, 
Under these circumstances it follows from Lemma 6(i) that &I,! = M, and 
M,M, = M,M, for 0 5 i, j < g. Thus the M,‘s are simultaneously diagonalizable, 
and so after a suitable linear change of variables there exist integers vi, with 
0 % v,~ <p (0 2 i < e, 1% j 5 n) such that d,,,(X,) = 7,X,. Set 
“l = V,(] + v,,p + . . . + L&p’- for 15jsn. (3) 
Thus Lemma 6(ii) yields 
for every 0 % s < 4 and 15 j s n. Thus we have 4,,(X,) = X,(1 + t)? in RCy). 
Summarizing we have the following. 
Lemma 7. Let the group scheme pCLr act on the afine n-space A” k-linearly and let 
D = {d, 1 0 5 i < q} be the higher derivation on R = k[X,, , X,,], associated 
with its action. Then D is diagonalizable and 4,(X,) = X,( 1 + t)“) for 1 5 j 5 n 
after a suitable linear change of variables, where the 7:‘s are integers given in 
(3). 0 
Remark. In general let D = {di ( 0 5 i < m} be a homogeneous higher derivation 
on R=k[X,,..., X,,] with d,d, = d,d, for every i,j. Each d, induces a k-linear 
mapping of R, into itself and let its matrix representation be M, (0 5 i < m). Then 
we have M,M, = M,M, for every i, j. If each M, is diagonalizable, then the Ml’s are 
simultaneously diagonalizable, or equivalently D is diagonalizable. 
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Proposition 8. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let q = p’. Let the group 
scheme pLq act on the afjine n-space A” k-linearly and let S be its associated ring of 
invariants. Then it holds that 
(i) Szkk[{X’,‘+..X:;) cf=, i,v,-0 (mod q)}], 
(ii) S d’ t 1s a lrec summand of R as a graded S-module, 
(iii) S is Cohen-Macaulay, 
(iv) K,(n) g c kX’,l . . . X2, where i,, . . , i,, run over the nonnegative integers 
satisfying c := l (i, + 1) v,. 3 0 (mod q), 
(v) S is Gorenstein if and only if c:‘= , v, = 0 (mod q), where the 5’s are 
integers in (3). 
Proof. Let H = k[X] l(X’ - 1) = k[x] and let p : R-t R g3, H be the coaction on 
R= k[X,, . . , X,] which corresponds to the action of p’y on A”. Let D = 
{d, 1 0 5 i < q} be the associated higher derivation on R. Then we get p(a) = 
d,,(a)@41+d,(a)@y+~~~+d,_,(a)@yY~’ with y=x-1. Thus, S={aERI 
p(a) = a @ l} = {a E R 1 d,(a) = 0 for every i with 15 i < q}, the ring of constants 
of D. After a suitable linear change of variables we have 4,(X,) = X,(1 + t)q for 
1 5 j I n (Lemma 7). Now the assertion is an immediate consequence of Corol- 
lary 5. 0 
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